Alice Springs 9th May 1897

My dear Spencer,

You are at the present moment speaking along between Queens and Adelaide and while you are probably preparing to be returning here I am envying you the prospect of to soon being in beautiful little Adelaide. Tomorrow you will answer back for your shooting microscope hidden Trowry and Melbourne and week later I presume you will have a most with Howard Dixon.
Gowned & Capped walking into your lecture room with far away gaze & contemplate hood. The students Chief & made colloquy observations about The Sun Chips on your nose after bowing your acknowledgments you announced that the subject of your discourse upon that occasion will be prooposition. you began: Prooposition now what is prooposition? Pause prooposition Laddie! gentlemen no longer are impertinent understand force his connection with one of the manners of the Achielpa has been clearly demonstrated on the reveredqurnia of the Sungwa the.
Ceremonies of his times have been reenacted — Protoperson lived and flourished in the Alchemogar. He was widely renowned as a mighty Chinabasa of the renowned Achilpa of Urmepiscuma, he was afflicted, I say, adversely afflicted with two organs of generation.

Squeals from the ladies mercuries, has suppressed laughter from the men. The Professor awakes. The class is dismissed.

The Priest invites some Callo to recline a peculiar sitting while he utters. The Achilpa d — in the Chinabasa, most of all. d — in protoperson.
I cannot tell you how much we missed you personally. I felt like a fish out of water. I could not settle down to work at my long neglected official duties after some days after your left. If I had not been more than a dozen different sorts of a cold iron ass I could have stormed down with you amongst The Wiggins at C.W. I could have gone on public work of inspection but did not seem to me until it was lost. Carl I am sorry you did not discover glacial drift but in my ignorance of geology.
I thought the Sheared bonelike
at Crowns plant was sufficient
to establish Rysmed Theory at
least the discovery of a draft
as Mr. Anderson would simply
mean additional evidence: Thanks
for eden and notes on medicine.

I am inclined to think the
wild dogs who rove in the
Okhria are another lost stock
identical with the Amerindian
men. Here is no reason
why there should not be
more than one legend. I

Kangaroo being drawn in India
is not at all likely that the
Kangaroo at the Enquiry would
instead no, Cowan opinion

To Mr. Corrigan holmsted a say
By the way did anyone mean...
anywhere. I did not find the hill near Hambury from which the negroes obtained their black stuff. I will do my best to get further information about Medaeva, if I think it advisable will send our there though from the account and information you will be able to gather. I don’t think I could add much. I will follow up lines of enquiry suggested by you in lecture—since you left here I have done no anthropology beyond going over some of our Engewah word with the old men. The only scrap of information I have been able to gather is that when suffering when making plans
in the legs' moment clarify the
fleshy part of the leg beneath
the idea of expansion and the flow
of blood from the numerous
small wounds is said to
gas relief - you may think
this worthless whole witness our
old remedy is still witness
it has become a happy hunting
ground for snakes, I don't think
it has been visited by a
Repper of either sex since you
left Labrador & I remember in that
gulf it a rainTechnical my
wife & I often chase down
there of an evening the place
has a fascination for me &
I cannot help wishing then we
conceal two how signs mean Eps. over
Once again, though, I confess it was an anxious time for me. There was always a danger of the thing breaking up & I dreaded anything of the sort happening. Much more for your sake than for my own. One of your final evenings in which some will of course be devoted to the Veteran Cachegrin. This post-beloved friend, how I do wish I could be with you. I hope you will find time to write me a full account of the meeting. What the sea fellows think of our work, I shall be very anxious to get your next letter. The wife & I often dream of when
Last mail arrived without a prayer from Dallonsall. The
Churches but I have given the nearest ties from being another chance to provide the necessary new thousand and another. Very lately I have found there be another Providence who provides for the needs of individuals. Let us hope that she has some such good and sympathetic, I have not found a share since you left in fact and have sworn off that I see altogether, the calls are suffering me, and unless there is a move in the manor (apart from) very shortly I shall be done.
brother. I have promised them all. Wife. Has. I will not come another week. Here of any description without her sanction. She threatens to write you if I break my word! I was refused to get your wine saying things as if we were all were for hire. you I was somewhat sceptical it seemed too much to expect that everything would be saved. I will get everything safely to Melbourne. I have leased upon to one large cases of shears & all sorts of weapons. They are now to go down to my brother who will look after them until we go down country.
wrote gloriously of her hope with you. It has evidently done him a lot of good but he feels as well as the idea of returning to Emmanuel he history regrettably collapses on the night of his arrival here I do not think such a thing is likely to occur again he says nothing about town work except that it is generally understood that I shall have most of my information to UC Wellshite and he expressed a hope that I will "be careful always all petty jealousies and acknowledgements. Mind in the words of the like you the Muses old man.

of my praise would waste me unbecomingly wrong and his trip to town, why I am afraid be put off owing to his having to correct errors. His haste in his house. About you dwelling among Crown Point in a pair of beaver moccasins I heard that you were so much engaged in at mining your beaver claim legs that you would not be persuaded to take an interest in anything else. I thought you about personal vanity. Cowper tells me that I was often the topic of conversation that you are char to do me justice (without mercy) and he reckoned that he would not be essay of the C[...].
Crack before he would be placed on the discreeting table, and quivering under the难免 of your Pado. I am afraid your visits to the muriel of your intimate acquaintance with the nation have had a demoralizing effect. I am simply despairing for an argument to follow wonders from you. How could one ascribe to you could make different political subjects, he would not such. Anthropology did you manage to make an argument at all? or did you simply content yourself with all round destruction criticism? I notice your democratic kindly. Turner has fallen a heap now I thought him above that.
of things. Though I remember most Victorian handsomely a little
shelved January in London. The
brittle clay of the boomerang
Knights. Some of these days
a forum. Of Victoria with
scientific instructors will make
you Sir Baldwin, how
alchemists a what an awful
thought; if this ever happens
Before Corvus & I will meet
for an old man's peace
upon the descending table.
It is becoming that fashion
for alchemists, to scientific men
To accept letters to Dr. Braving
ladders on the streets in anthropo-
ogy maps to come within a few
years; against holy alchemists
I don't think I could
stand.
of things though I remember
most Victorians have done a sort of scholarly Knavery. The
limited city of the borough in
of these days
are forums of Victoria with
scientific instructors. We make
you Sir Baldwin, how
alchemists are an awful
thought. If this ever happens
Byron Cowles 1 will ride over
for a solid week before
you upon the descending table,
it is becoming that fashion
for curiosity and scientific men
to accept them, if Branded
labor an in our interests in anchoring
it may be done within a
year, against holy alchemists
I don't think I could
believe.
I shall be glad to see English criticisms on Vol. II if you have spare copies send them to me. I can return them if necessary. I have not seen the Age criticisms on the work—let me know if the Hogarth travelled down to see. I am sending you a few photos this mail, but nothing especially good. About a fortnight ago I discovered that four of the Elders—Blind George, Young James, Tom (the Kings son) and Tom Bird—had made a raid on Gunners Grate. This happened on race day. When I made the discovery the offenders were all away. I once stopped down return.
as Kelly did not move on
the matter I asked my old man "Did they think until the offenders were brought in to me there would be no suspicion of black or
red. They came with a sword in their hand to Kelly for punishment, no one here except myself, believed that they would go to the Camp knowing as they did that they were to have a hiding. The fear of them yielded themselves up, for a hiding. Staggard Kelly given him an exaggerated opinion of my power over the whites on Field Barrack.
Square foot shocked the idea of the boys going to the camp of their own free will. You can imagine how I have been chortling to myself while preserving an outward appearance of composure — huddled up your fingers! The weather continues inclement, dry, and freezing. Some snowshoes are beginning to look very thin. I am going to relay the news tomorrow. Tomorrow is a hike for water drawing. There is no indication of rain and I am beginning to think that we are in for a drought.

The Regress announced your departure and are constantly making inquiries about your stay here. Must ever be to them a
Red letter period in the history of the house never again will have be so pleasant or flow so leisurely dealt on.
The old thing wants it now they you cannot come and
his here then I go south.
I tell him that the ancien
chairs can be and I spare you
Your hall in your account.
I am enclosing receipt also statement,
showing how you stand with
the hope is next make you
feel fine!
When you write
to England remember are most
Kindly to your wife I send
my love to the little ones.
You nice soon hours then
wish you again don't forget
to send New Photo for
The help. Let me know how you found old Wimseal. How he got on from the great thing.

I was sorry to learn from the papers that the latter is in ill health, for I believe he is after all a real good fellow. I understand it was a disagreeable time. Don't intend writing to Stirling until he returns. I am clear a nice boy, sure about the legitimacy business.

Paley is clear as enthusiastic as ever over the fold. He must spend the whole of his salary on them. His health is very good after the rough travel. He's in a very nice young fellows.
he is a student of Post. Raffles about whom he talks
in manuscript. Kelly tells me the
Bulletin has a paragraph stating that you and
are at Alice Springs engaged upon
"a remarkable work on the Central
Australian Mammals." The paragraph is
concealed in appreciative terms. Kelly
does not pretend that the value
of the book in some years' hence
will be enormous — The nearest
day another splendid work of the
Bulletin !! Certainly they must have
a copy for review — Most kindly
and appreciative letters from
Gordon, Sir Cyril, Sec to others to whom
I sent copies of horn paper.
Gordon writes "I need not say
Upon Collecting this it seemed fitting to honor and man I must say a few lines to my own people. I hope you feel benefited by your stay with us. It was a delight to my heart to have you here. You have always looked back upon the two months you spent here as amongst the brightest and most enjoyable we have spent at A.G. I do wish the visit could be repeated next year. You always faithfully,

[Signature]
That I am sure His will form a most valuable contribution to theological knowledge and will carry your name down long after those of politicians are forgotten.

And that I do, thanks after a political career Gordon throned in I guess to feel that when you get fairly settled I have time to read your work, that I shall be imbued with a million or two questions if you allow me skip off that informal talks relationship. I am one of it in its far enclosure here, often pass to me a cold chapter My kind regards to France even from Morris till France. See lend down some eggs shortly.